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ostalgia is a wonderful thing.
We think back to the good old
days and golden warmth bathes our
weary soul and we are young again.
I like that; there is a lot to be said
for it, better than most aphrodisiacs.
Technology has become an
important part of our quest for the
past. In many cases it is part of the
excitement. Where would we have
been now had it not been for the
internet?. These days any advance
in the way information comes to us
about our family history pursuits is
fine by me. I am not a crusty old
dinosaur that’s for sure.
As I get older I think back to what I
had to do all those years ago to find
the information I needed. It was a
mighty uphill task. When I was a
youth I suppose I could have been
called a “local historian”.
In the
old days I never really came across
those words. (Not in my memory at
any rate). I was interested in old
things and about my town and
district, bits and pieces. I had no
handle on it. One of the ways I
discovered more about my hobby
was making contact with people
who knew other people with the
information I needed. Networking
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we call it these days. I often found
that these people became my
friends and soul mates. We shared
a genuine passion.
We
instinctively knew what would
interest our mutual selves. When
I was out looking for stuff I would
see something of interest to my
pals and made sure they had the
information as well. The system
worked reasonably efficiently.
Still does in fact. All the members
of this society are members of this
networking super highway. We all
to some extent share a passion.
Our own personal quest for the
“Holy Grail”. For the spirit of our
long dead relatives.
Going back to those early years,
the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, I recall where I
live, Nuneaton. I could not count
more than, say, ten people in my
acquaintance who were the
remotest bit interested in “local
history”.
Everybody else in my
circle seemed to think I was mad.
In some cases, because I was keen
on coal pits and brickyards,
barking mad!.
And I respected
that. In fact I liked their antipathy
very much. It made my hobby a
personal thing. A private interest
shared with a few other kindred
souls.
Over the past years all that has
changed, local and family history
has gained new fans. I am happy
with that because I am now finding
information from these contacts at
lightening speed compared to the
old days. It is mutually beneficial
to is all.
But recently our hobby has been
invaded. I now get through the
post and email, letters from what I
call “quangos”.
These
organisations usually sponsored by
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the local authorities and other
public organisations, want me to
“Volunteer” for one or other of
their “heritage” projects. You see,
there is lottery fund money to be
made out of “heritage” and there
are a lot of canny public servants
and “Consultants” employed in
various institutions who realise
that. If they get someone like me
to volunteer (i.e. give my valuable
time free of charge, gratis, oh yes—
and pay my own expenses out of
my own pocket!), they can employ
a “ heritage outreach officer”. On
the back of me, he will be paid a
huge salary to pick my voluntary
brains, and more people can be
given jobs in offices on the
strength of it. (I think the general
idea is to get bums on seats, and
take advantage of some lottery
money, rather than produce a
worthwhile end product). Now it
would not be so bad if they
produced tangible results; if they
sat in their posh offices and
willingly typed up all our
researches free of charge, out at
expense to the Lottery Fund. Yet
the ones I have come across so far
have collectively put less new
material into the public domain
that I could type on a wet Saturday
afternoon. They get upwards of
£50,000 for it.
Even collieries,
brickyards and quarries seem to be
fashionable for this sort of thing,
and this is where I become
irritable. Years ago these people
did not exist. Local and Family
History was a “clean” hobby. The
word “Heritage” had not become a
“brand” milked for its worth by
“heritage outreach officers”.
Surely it is an insult to our
intelligence.
Any letters I get now go straight to
the bin!.
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There was a very amazing story
in the news at the start of this
year, that you no doubt read
about, which was where twins
who were separated at birth
met in later life, fell in love,
and got married.

unwittingly marry cousins: their
third, fourth, fifth or even more
extended cousins”.

An article written at the same
time by Richard Eastman asks
the question ‘Did I marry my
cousin?’. He writes……….

I have, so far this year, received
items from brothers Harry and
Bernard Harrison and Vic Terry
(on page 7). Harry sent in the
item in January issue re.
Nuneaton High School for girls
and in this one on page 10
Bernard has sent in an item
about King Edward VI school.
Both lads are from Nuneaton
now living elsewhere, and I give
them, and to everyone who
sends in articles like these, my
grateful thanks for sharing their
stories with us. This is exactly
what I am looking for. Stories
with pictures to archive for
future generations. Bernard, in
his story mentions Ken Loach.
I’m sure I have heard that name
somewhere before!

“Do you know about all your
cousins? How about all your
second cousins?
The third
cousins? The fourth cousins?.
Most people do not know their
extended relatives out to fourth
or fifth cousins.
These
relatives may or may not have
the same last name as yours,
depending upon whether or
not the cousin is on your
paternal or maternal side.
When you pick a mate, how do
you know that the two of you
are not related? If you do not
know all of your extended
cousins, how do you know that
you are not marrying “within
the family?”.
Of course, if we go back
enough generations, all human
beings are presumed to be
related. However, the belief is
that millions of people
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This does give pause for thought
that’s why I decided to give it a
mention in this column.

Last edition I asked for your
opinions on this journal.
I
received back quite a few
positive responses, my thanks
to those who replied.
You all seem happy with the
way I am doing things, so, on

Carving on the front of
pulpit...see pages 8 & 9

with the job!
One criticism I did receive was
about those leaves I used to have
dotted about throughout the
journal, especially if they went
through writing, making reading a
bit difficult. Have no fear……. they
are now gone!
I have recently up-graded my
editing programme to Publisher
2007. Although my desktop PC is
still XP my laptop is now ‘Vista’ so I
have the best of both worlds. I do
take pride in my work and like the
right tools on hand to do the job.
The programme I am using for this
journal now is in the ‘Olde Worlde’
mode to try to give it the authentic
look.

Contributions for the Journal
If you have a photograph or an article which you would like to be published in the journal please
contact me, Ray Clay, either at the monthly meetings, telephone 024 76349721, email:
raymond.clay2@btinternet.com or by post at 6 Cheverel Place, Nuneaton, Warwicks, CV11 5SF. By
submitting such information you grant the NNWFHS permission to republish your contribution at our
discretion, with credit to you as the submitter. I may edit your contribution for content, length and/or
clarity. Submissions may be sent by email or disk (preferably in Word format) or as hard-copy. Please
send electronically as JPEG or BMP images. If you require acknowledgement of items sent by post, or
return of items after publication which prove unsuitable for inclusion please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Thank you.
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hen I began to research
my family history back in
1990, I soon learned that my 3 X
great grandfather, Samuel Beale,
married Sarah Hankinson in
1835 at St Peter’s church in
Mancetter.
Sarah has been a fascination for
me ever since. She married three
times, firstly to Samuel Beale in
1835, then after Samuel’s early
death she took a gamble on
William Hill, who she married in
1868. Her third marriage took
place in 1874 to Josiah Miller.
Sarah enjoyed a long life, she
died in 1990 at the age of 89
years, and she was buried at
Atherstone cemetery.
The information concerning
Sarah given on the census
returns of 1851-1891, inclusive, is
intriguing.
Each census
indicates that Sarah was born
“on the sea” or “at sea”. The 1851
census goes further in stating
that Sarah was actually born “ at
sea on voyage from Hull to
London”. Naturally, I wondered
how this could be the case.
During a visit to the Nuneaton
library, in a bid to learn about
Sarah’s baptism, I consulted the
Warwickshire section of the I.G.I
(this was well before the boom in
internet use and the introduction
of the Family Search website),
and sure enough, I found the
details I was looking for. The
baptism date was given as 12th
February 1814 at Nuneaton. I
turned to the St Nicholas’
baptism register and, indeed,
there was Sarah’s baptism on the
date in question with a note
stating ‘one year and a quarter
old’.
Sarah’s parents were
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named as Thomas and Susanna
and I noticed that Sarah had a
brother baptized on the same day,
also named Thomas.
Thomas
(senior) was described as a soldier.
I realised this could be the key
explaining why Sarah was ‘born at
sea’.
Later research into the
Hankinsons revealed that
Susannah Hankinson was
incredibly, buried at Nuneaton on
the very same day as the baptisms.
Maybe the incumbent of St
Nicholas’ church would only bury
Susannah on agreement of the
children being baptized. Whatever
the case, my attention into the
Hankinsons moved away at that
point despite the lingering
curiosities.
Some years later, in 1997, I made
contact with a lady named Carolyn
Paisley who lives in British
Columbia. Carolyn turned out to
be a distant relative of mine, and
like myself a direct descendant of
the aforementioned Hankinsons.
Carolyn, a clever genealogist, was
also fascinated by the Hankinsons,
and came up with various ideas to
further the research into our
mutual ancestors.
Like myself,
Carolyn became intrigued by the
fact that our ancestor, Thomas
Hankinson, was described as a
soldier and she set out to find out
more about him.
Researchers who have ever tried to
learn more about an ancestor’s
military career will be aware that
in order to do so, the subject’s
regiment needs to be established,
and that is not always a
straightforward task.
However,
after posting enquiries on various
internet discussion groups,
Carolyn was able to establish that
Thomas served in the 33rd
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Regiment of Foot. She later
employed a London based
researcher, who specialized in
military history, to uncover any
information concerning Thomas
Hankinson at the Public Record
Office.
Carolyn spent a
considerable amount of money
on this research, and she was
kind enough to send on
photocopies of many documents.
These included some fascinating
facts, and I would like to share
this information with Society
members, along with information
gleaned from other sources.
Thomas Hankinson was baptized
at St. Nicholas’ church, Nuneaton
on the 25th of June 1780, the son
of Peter Hankinson and Mary
Ward.
The military records
show that Thomas enlisted into
the East Middlesex militia
sometime during February 1800.
The place of birth given as
Hansley (probably Ansley) in
Warwickshire, and the
occupation given as a weaver.
On 25th March 1811, Thomas
enlisted into the 33rd Regiment
of Foot at Portsmouth,
Hampshire, and he was
appointed to the position of
Corporal on 25th September 1812
in Hull.
The records show that in early
1813, Thomas moved on to
Windsor, which I feel is almost
certain to be the voyage on which
Sarah was born, indicating that
Thomas’ wife, Susanna, must
have accompanied him.
Following his arrival at Windsor,
Thomas moved to Harwich,
cont’d next page……...
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where he boarded the vessel “Earl
Moira” along with his regiment,
bound for the Isle of Rutgen.
During this voyage Thomas was
promoted to the position of
sergeant. The regiment was then
based at Rostok, now in the
eastern part of Germany. Later
in 1813, the regiment moved to
Klyndart in Holland on the vessel
“Leicester” and during 1815 the
regiment was based at
Calmpstout in Holland, Antwerp,
Tournai, Menin and in early 1815
at Coutrai in Belgium followed by
Bois de Boulogne in France. In
September, Thomas was noted as
being sick, and he was being held
at the General Hospital. Further
notes indicate that he was
employed as a servant in the
hospital, suggesting that he could
work, but under medical
supervision. Upon interpretation
of the military records, it can be
seen that Thomas served at the
Battle of Waterloo which took
place on 18th June 1815. Late
1815 saw the regiment back in
England, based in Sunderland,
and on 15th May 1816, Thomas
was demoted from sergeant to a
private soldier, for some
unknown reason. Maybe he was
unable to function as a sergeant.
Thomas was on furlough from
25th January to 10th March 1817,
but he was back with the
regiment in time to move to Hull
in the early summer
In 1818, the regiment was based
at Nottingham, and on March 9th
Thomas was promoted once again
to the position of corporal, and
then on 15th May to sergeant.
The regiment then moved on to
Guernsey in the Channel Isles,
arriving on 9th May on the
’Crown’.
Later that year the
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regiment moved onto Portsmouth
on the ’Thomas and Mary’ , and
then became stationed at Oxford
until the end of the year.
Early 1830 saw the regiment
based at Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and then moved on to Stirling in
Scotland, but by 1820, Thomas
was actually detached from the
regiment and he was based in
Edinburgh. It is felt that during
his time in Scotland, Thomas
married his second wife Margaret,
a native of Preston pans, near
Edinburgh.
Later in 1820 the regiment was in
Armargh, Ireland from where
Thomas was dispatched to Omagh
and by the end of the year
Strabane. Whilst still in Ireland,
Thomas was detached to
Phillipstown by September 1821,
and it would appear that his first
child with Margaret, Jane
Hankinson, was born at this time.
By December, the regiment was
bound for Jamaica, several ships
were chartered setting out from
Cork, these being the ‘Thomas and
Mary’, ‘Regulus’, ‘London’ and
‘Ocean’.
The vessels left on
Christmas day 1821, arriving at
the destination on 10th February
1822.
Thomas’s posting to Jamaica
would not have been pleasant.
The West Indies was notorious for
bad health, and Lucea (St Lucia)
was noted for disease. Thomas
hadn’t been in Jamaica long when
he was once again demoted to a
private soldier on 24th June 1822.
At the time it is recorded that
Thomas suffered intermittently
with a fever, remaining at Port
Royal until April 1824. He was
then transferred to St Lucia until
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June 1825.
The baptism of
daughter Ann Hankinson took
place on 25th December of 1824
in St Lucia. I possess a copy of a
birth certificate relating to Ann
(well before civil registration, I
know), which oddly gives the
place of birth as Hartshill,
Warwickshire, and the date of
birth as 12th December 1824, a
possible error. This presumably
indicates the presence of
Margaret with Thomas at that
time. Back at Port Royal he was
appointed corporal in July of that
year.
Thomas returned to
England on the ‘ Loyal Britain’ on
25th September 1825. A note was
made in the records stating that
Thomas was ‘sent to join the
depot’; during the time he had
been treated for a plumonic
complaint. Thomas had spent
time at Chatham in Kent which is
where subjects returning from
abroad were observed. At that
time Thomas was heading back
for the depot. At least one
hundred soldiers died from
disease within a short space of
time, probably from yellow fever.
TB was also a great problem
around this time, and it maybe
that Thomas contracted TB
whilst in service. Thomas then
moved on to the regiment depot
in Boyle, Ireland, remaining
there until June 1827 when the
regiment moved on to Mullingar.
It appears Thomas’s third child
with Margaret, Mary Hankinson,
was born around this time. In
March 1828, Thomas was noted
as being in hospital and he was
discharged from the army on
20th November 1828 at Armagh
as being no longer fit for service.
Cont’d next page………………..
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We do know Thomas was eligible for a Chelsea
invalid pension and applied for such, but he didn’t
manage to get it because he did not complete the
required 21 years service or maybe he died soon
after his discharge. The pensions record for the
Royal Chelsea Hospital clearly shows Thomas as a
subject for admission, but a blank entry next to his
name suggests that Thomas didn’t present himself
before the Board of Inspection.
Details of Thomas’s death are unknown, but it is
clear that he was in bad health at the time of his
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discharge in Armagh and it may be that he died in
Ireland shortly afterwards.
An order of Removal exists which details that
Margaret Hankinson, widow of the recently
deceased Thomas Hankinson and her three
children Jane, Anne and Mary were ordered to be
removed from Hartshill, Warwickshire to
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. The document is dated
21st August 1830. Margaret later married James
Lakin on 8th September 1832 in St. Peter’s church,
Mancetter

Children of Thomas Hankinson:
With Susannah (No marriage found unless Susannah happens to be Hannah Parsons? The marriage of a
Thomas Hankinson and Hannah Parsons took place on 14th October 1802 at St. Nicolas’ church, Nuneaton,
Warwickshire)
Mary Hankinson, born c1808-1811 in Nuneaton (mother actually named as Hannah Parsons who is presumed
to be Susannah). Married Henry Randle.
Sarah Hankinson, born c1812 ‘at sea’ married 1. Samuel Beale 2. William Hill 3. Josiah Miller. Thomas
Hankinson, born c1814, died in ?
With Margaret:
Jane Hankinson, born c 1821 in Phillipstown, Ireland. Married Charles Morris
Ann Hankinson, born 1824 in Hartshill according to birth certificate, more likely to be Lucea (St Lucia)
married 1. Thomas Eales 2. Charles Morris
Mary Hankinson, born c 1828 at Mullingar, Ireland, married Amos Wilson.

S t i l l R e m e m b e r e d G r a v e
T e n d i n g S e r v i c e
Michael Novakovic runs
a small company named
as the above title, which
offers a caring and
respectful grave care
and
floral
tribute
delivery service for
those who, through age,
illness or disability,
cannot care for the

grave of a loved one
themselves.
The service is also
beneficial to those who
may have moved away
to other areas of the UK
or abroad, and have noone left to care for the
family grave, or even
those who are just too

busy due to family/
work/business
commitments to find
the time.
Contact for this service:
(024)
0797

7659
0924
0159085

www.stillremembered.co.uk
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I wonder if anyone is able to
help me identify various points
in the attached photos please.
The first is Great Uncle George
Westall seen with his wife Ada
nee Waddoups, and possibly
her nephew standing between
them.
I would like help please finding
out :•

Where are they?

•

Who is the gentleman
wearing the bowler hat?

•

What occasion it is to
warrant the splendour?.

Amongst the clues are :- The painted word GREEN on the wall (in front of horses head), could this be part of
the location?. The crest on the carriage door panel which appears to show….A pair of oval medallions, the
right one depicting the Queen with her mace or perhaps Britannia with her Trident, whilst the left one is split
in two with the Cross of St George on an oval. Alongside a halved oval with emblems top and bottom, all
surmounted by heraldic pieces. Each medallion has a inscription of some sort. The sideboards and moustache
of the gentleman together with the quality and style of the bowler obviously denotes RANK/POSITION.
The second is Grt Uncle George Westall as driver on a carnival entry.
He didn't work for the
Smithy but had plenty of
experience as a carter as he
worked as a delivery agent
for Sunlight Oil in and
around Nuneaton. He and
Ada lived from 1901 until
1925 in various places in
Nuneaton
such
as
…...Willington St., Oaston
Rd., Vicarage St. and King
Edward Rd.
The Post Card has the
inscription:The Smiths’ at Work.
F.R.Jones’ Charter Series
No 22.
Is it possible that anyone
can throw light on these
items please?.
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This lovely parish church situated
in Chilvers Coton, Nuneaton, has
quite a history.
Built c1300, blitzed by German
incendiary bombs during the
bombing of Nuneaton on 17th
May 1941, and re-built by German
prisoners of war in 1946-47.
It is the ‘Shepperton’ of the
George Eliot stories, the church
where she was christened and
where her family are buried.
During my childhood it was the
mother church to the chapel in
Edward Street, and to the Mission
Hall in Bermuda Village where I
spent my Sunday school and
church days. Astley church was,
and still is, its sister church, (I
wrote an article on that in a earlier
edition of this journal), and
together they kept the church life
of the area much more alive than
it is today.
Edward Street mission was sold
off, Bermuda Mission Hall was
razed to the ground taking with it
the heart out of the village…..all in
the name of ‘progress’.
The rebuilding of the church after
the bomb raid is a remarkable
story. The vicar of the day, the
Rev R T Murray, took it upon
himself to visit the local German
POW camp, which was situated in
the grounds of Arbury Hall, asking
for volunteers to assist in the
rebuilding work. Amongst those
who came forward were a sculptor
and a woodcarver. The Lord
certainly works in mysterious
ways, the work of these two in
particular is very much in
evidence today.
The names, home towns and
trades of all volunteers are as
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follows:
FRITZ SCHMEISSER,
Dresden, the company’s
g a n g e r .
ERWIN
MICHEL,
Silesia, carpenter.
WALTER JAWOREK,
Sylt, general workman.
THEODOR
SANDFUCHS, Hamburg,
electrician.
KURT PESCHKE,
Old picture Post Card showing church
Leipzig, interior decorator.
from the original Coventry Road
HANNES SCHULER,
Garmish-Partenkirchen,
Repatriation was close and they
general worker.
CARL
needed to get finished before being
WEBER, München, sculptor.
shipped off back to Germany.
FRITZ BEYER, Berlin, builder.
Heinrich Schönmeyer was still
HEINRICH SCHŐNMEYER,
carving the cross, that now stands
Beiber-Schmelz, woodcarver.
on the altar, the day before he was
MAX HATZINGER, Werk-Prünst,
due to be repatriated, so worked
mason.
all night in order to complete this
LEO GRZESK , Berlin, builder.
task.
RUDOLF DIETZE, Zehren, builder
and roof craftsman.
We must bear in mind here that
HEINRICH HILLGÄRTNER,
these craftsmen did not carry with
Nordoeck-über-Giessen, joiner.
them their tools of trade. All they
JOHANN HOFMANN, Bayreuth,
had to work with were tools they
builder.
had made themselves from old
WILLI SCHINKEL, Mügeln,
metal files and odd bits of steel
builder.
they had manged to scrounge from
LOTHAR BAYER, KriesGeroldshofen, joiner.
Quite an impressive list of
right people, in the right
place, at the right time,
who, together with local
tradesmen, rebuilt the
church in the way it stands
today.
The whole company started
work on the building in
April 1946.
Seventeen
months later the church
was in use again. These
men worked harder than
was expected of them.

Pathway from Coventry Road under
the Cherry Blossom trees. Photo by
Ray
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original because his work
deteriorated over the years, mainly
because he made it from bits and
pieces from anywhere. Time and
the elements caused the internal
metal framework to rust and rot
thereby making parts collapse.
It was restored in 1997 by Graham
Ball dedicating it to his father John
E Ball who died in 1996, local father
and son sculptors.
wherever they could, which
made their work much harder.
If you ever visit this church at
Coton you can see for yourself
that this crude way of working
did not, in anyway, affect the
finished product.
The
woodcarvings are so detailed and
so intricate, you would think they
had been done in a studio with
all the right equipment, instead
of on the site with handmade
tools.
CARL WEBER the sculptor, was
the man who made the original
statue of our Lord which now
stands in the grounds. I say

The stone altar is the one which
was built when all the debris was
cleared. Max Hatzinger carved the
phoenix which represents the
resurrection of the building, as you
can see on the front of the altar. A
local builder supplied the top,
which is of Japanese Oak.
All churches, wherever they are, are
full of history. Some were knocked
about a bit by Cromwell, our church
at Coton was hit during the
Nuneaton blitz, not intentially I’m
sure. But with me being a ‘Coton
kid’ I am proud of its achievements.
Long may it serve.

Close up of altar cross
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n 1952 King Edward VI School
celebrated its quarter centenary or
four hundredth anniversary, just eight
years after it had achieved voluntary
aided status as a result of the Butler
Education Act (i.e. fees were abolished).
There was a considerable programme of
celebrations, including a dramatic
pageant, put together by Frank (Tut)
Moore, in which the Old Edwardians
and current scholars took part. I had
the part of a present-day scholar, David
Moore was King Edward VI and Ken
Loach, Will Hays and their group
provided a Sheridan interlude. The Old
Eds did a 'modern' play. I don’t have
pictures of this but I daresay there are
some around.
The Old Edwardians arranged a grand
celebration dinner, with the Earl of Warwick and
the Bishop of Coventry as guests. Deputy
Headmaster Sidney Brett (known affectionately
as Bulger) proposed the toast to the Borough of
Nuneaton– in which he spoke about the 300th
anniversary, when there was no Borough of
Nuneaton— the Mayor replying. I think it was
the Earl of Warwick who proposed the toast to
the School and there were several replies,

Names and details see page 19

This is me, as School Captain being introduced by
Harry Cleaver to Sir George Eddy. On the left is
Terence Sumner, Headmaster.

including one from the Headmaster, Terence Sumner
(who only the year before had taken over from Donald
Whimster) and one from me on behalf of the scholars
(my first public speech, a great ordeal).
Another event was Speech Day at which the guest of
honour was Alderman Sir George Eddy, one-time mayor
of
Kidderminster
and a prominent
M i d l a n d s
industrialist. He was
a friend of our
Chairman
of
Governors,
Harry
Cleaver, who was
also a captain of
industry and at that
time President of the
English
Rugby
Football
Union.
(when in that post he
got
the
first
Nuneaton
player,
Wally Holmes, into
the England team).
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During the first three decades of
the 20th
century there were
approximately 1200 men
employed on the railway in the
Nuneaton area.
This was split
about 950 on the London & North
Western
Railway
and
approximately 250 on the Midland
Railway. Until 1923 the Midland
Railway operated the east-west
routes
through
North
Warwickshire, whilst the London &
North
Western
the North-South
routes, what is
now the west
coast main line
from London to
Crewe (The Trent
Valley
Line).
There was on
exception to this.
The
Ashby
Nuneaton Joint
Railway, which
t r a v e r s e d
e a s t w a r d s
t h r o u g h
Leicestershire
and tapped the
Leicestershire coalfield.
The
London & North Western Railway
and the Midland Railway jointly
operated this branch line.
The
joint line was sometimes referred
to as the Coalfields Railway. The
Ashby & Nuneaton joint line
opened in 1873, and from that date
Nuneaton became a very
important freight junction which
would eventually lead to the
construction of extensive
marshalling yards to process
tonnes of coal entering the railway
system.
In 1923 the London &
North Western Railway
amalgamated with the Midland
Railway to become the main part
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of the London Midland and Scottish
Railway.
By 1900 the large growth in freight
traffic, both received and generated
at Nuneaton L.N.W.R. and M.R.
depots, led to total reconstruction of
freight facilities at the major
stations in the town.
The marshalling yards at Nuneaton
L.N.W.R. were extended from about
1905 onwards. By then they were

busy 24 hours a day. The up yard
could hold 931 wagons whereas the
down yard (for northbound traffic)
held 534 wagons.
With
accommodation for a further 208
wagons in the local goods yard. The
bulk of the traffic handled was coal,
with stone from the various quarries
in the area, as well as locally made
terracotta goods. Most of the coal
was handled in the South end (up)
yard and was sent south. The bulk
of this went to the London area, but
large quantities were sent crosscountry to Leicester, Leamington,
Banbury, Peterborough and some to
Birmingham and the South West.
The north end (down) yard mostly

handled merchandise received, or
manufactured goods dispatched
from the Nuneaton area. Inward
freight included all kinds of
perishables, beer, grain and food
products, and everything from
shoes to cigarettes.
The north
end yard did not see much coal
traffic except consignments in
small quantities for the local coal
merchants. Empty coal wagons
returning to the collieries were
marshalled at the
destination
sidings to which
they had been
dispatched. They
were then sent
direct to their
colliery
sidings
bypassing
the
marshalling yards
where they were
originally sorted
out.
This photo shows
Nuneaton
up
marshalling
yard
taken from the up
sidings
box
window. When the photo was taken
in 1968 the yard was almost empty
but still intact. Most of the coal
traffic was gone. Nearly all the local
pits shut. There were a few ballast
trains and that was about it. The new
platform six and seven occupy the
space where the tracks are in the
foreground.
The whole site to the
right of the station has been changed
so much it is impossible to recognize
it today.

The extended marshalling yards
when first opened were equipped
with two humps, the front hump
being used for shunting coal trains
into the appropriate dispatch
sidings. These were allocated to
various destinations, and
designated:
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London Goods,
Rugby’s
Great Western
Watford’s
Tring
Leicester Line
Oxford’s
Hawkesbury Lane
Coventry’s
Northampton etc.

wagons needed to be sorted into
for the individual wagon to reach
its destination.
He would then
chalk on the small end of the
wagon a number representing the
sidings into which the wagons
needed to be sorted.

Each siding had a
number applied to it
for easy identity so
those wagons could
be
efficiently
sorted .
The way the system
worked
was
this……..A
loaded
coal train from one
of the collieries in
the district would
arrive, and the train
of about, say, 40
coal wagons, would
draw into the loop alongside platform
five at Nuneaton Trent Valley Station.
At that time immediately alongside
platform five was the platform road,
then the goods loop and next to that
the coal road. This is roughly where
the new platform six is situated today
for Birmingham bound trains. The
coal train would then be routed
under the Leicester Road Bridge
around the back of Nuneaton No.
One signal box, the long 180 lever
box at the south end of Nuneaton
station, overlooking Oaston Road.
The coal train would then back under
the Leicester Road Bridge again but
this time it would be backed up the
hump. A shunter would read the
brown card labels on each one of the
wagons that the colliery had inserted
on the sole bar of the wagon in a steel
clip. He would then know straight
away, which siding that each of the

On the hump was a small cabin
fitted with a tannoy. There was
also a lamp which illuminated the
chalked numbers as they passed.
The lamp was attached to the front
of the cabin.
A railwayman,
usually a disabled employee, for
whom a sitting down job needed to
be found,
would read the
illuminated chalk numbers as the
trucks went by. He would call over
the tannoy the number and the
shunters would make the correct
roads for each wagon. So the train
was split and the trucks reassembled into their destination
combinations. Various collieries
and traders mixed trucks all
heading for, say, Oxford, would set
off for Oxford from the appropriate
siding but the Nuneaton crews
were probably relieved at
Leamington by Great Western men
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who would take it forward over
the Great Western metals.
It is hard to imagine it now but
in those days business was so
brisk in the yards at Nuneaton,
shunters had little time for the
warmth of their
mess
cabins.
In all weathers
the
trains
would turn up
every hour, day
and night, and
then
men
would get the
job
done.
When it was
tipping down
with rain or a
raging blizzard,
they turned our
regardless
in
their
railway
issue
‘souwesters’.
No
one said ‘let’s
wait until the rain or snow
stops’. That was unthinkable.
The weather meant nothing.
There was a job to do and they
never questioned it. Come rain
or shine.
A well known photo of Nuneaton
goods yard in the 1920’s. Another
consignment of coal draws out of
the sidings. The two men by the
signal on the left are shunters.
There was no such thing as “high
viz” jackets or hard hats. Note
both are equipped with their
shunting poles.
The ‘up’ siding
box you see controlled movements
in and out of these sidings. You
can see the dangers faced by all
shunting staff when a misplaced
“slipper” could be flung with such
force to break the Up Box window.
The loco, one of L.N.W.R. standard
eight engines coupled freight
engines, was a feature for sixty
years. Simple, primitive maybe but
they did their job efficiently day in
day out.
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There was also a shunter on the hump
with a hunting horn to give directions
to the engine crew: The codes were as
follows:
1 blast—go ahead
2blasts—set back
3blasts—stop
4blasts—ease couplings
The second, or “back” hump was used
principally as a secondary-sorting
device if trains needed re-shuffling.
This ensured the more important
“front” hump could be kept in use
continuously feeding wagons into their
allotted sidings.
Hump shunting came into vogue in the
beginning part of the 20th century as a
means of automating what had become
a laborious process.
Shuffling
wagonloads of coal into various
dispatch sidings by using a shunting
locomotive was a long job and made for
inefficient use of engines and crews.
The new system speeded up the process
considerably and minimised the use of
motive power.
The newly extended goods and
marshalling yards had their dedicated
sets of men. Their job was to shunt the
wagons, assemble trains, deal with the
paperwork, invoicing and keeping
records of goods dispatched and
received.
In 1896 thirteen clerks
processed the paperwork in the
Nuneaton goods shed office. There
were also 25 outside staff including
shunters, porters and draymen.
A shunters job was very dangerous in
the old steam days. It meant getting
between wagons to hook on and off
large chains and shackles which
connected them together. Sometimes a
locomotive crew might forget what was
going on and set backwards or forwards
putting the shunter in extreme danger.
He might be crushed between the
buffers or worse still be run over. Not
to mention all the trip hazards you will
find in a busy goods yard. Track-work,
signal wires, lumps of coal, sets of
points with all the metalwork attached
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Modern railways have fewer problems
like this because most of the rolling
stock is kept in fixed formation.
Nowadays goods travel in fixed block
trains and are containerised. There is
little work for a shunter today.
Every week or weeks about, shunters
were given the job of “slippermen”.
Wagons either singly or in rafts coming
down off the hump sometimes to fast
to stop in a gentle manner at the end of
the wagons in the siding where they
were being assembled. Instead of
kissing the buffers or stopping short,
the speeding wagons might crash
heavily into each other. This could
lead to shedding of loads, or, at worst,
damaging or smashing the wagons
they came into contact with and
themselves.
To get around this
problem the railway had come up with
a simple device called a “slipper”. This
was a wedge of wrought or ductile iron,
which was moulded to match the head
of the track and the flange of a
standard wagon wheel.
The
‘slipperman’ developed the skill of
positioning the ‘slipper’ on the track in
just the right position in front of the
speeding wagons so that the wheel
engaged with it. The effect was to force
the wheels to slow down as they
jammed against the lump of iron.
When the ‘skill’ is mentioned it was
probably something of a “black art”.
Just knowing where to apply the
‘slipper’ in view of the speeding
wagons was vital. After all, you did not
want to slow them so much they did
not reach their destination in the
siding. It was very dangerous work, as
they sometimes had to be applied just
in front of the moving wagon wheels.
The “Slippermen” had to retreat just in
time to avoid being run over. If he got
it slightly wrong, the wheel, without
having any effect to the downward
motion of the truck, might push off the
slipper. At worst the “slipper” itself
could be ‘pinged off’ and become a
dangerous heavy missile, which could
kill or maim any unwary railway man
standing in the vicinity.
On one
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occasion a “slipper” shot right
through the “Up Sidings” signal box
windows in a “pinging” incident,
which testifies to the forces involved.
Needless to say, the shunter
promoted to “Slipperman” for the
week received five bob danger money
for carrying out this risky job.
Until the 1950’s the standard railway
wagons in use had two types of axle
boxes, the more modern oil lubricated
boxes, or the ‘old fashioned’ ‘fat
boxes’. Up until the turn of the 20th
century, and throughout the Victorian
period ‘fat boxes’ were standard
fittings to railway wagon wheels. The
fat used was yellow tallow. As far as
the L.N.W.R. was concerned this
tallow was produced at Crewe, where
they made virtually everything they
needed.
I have been told that tallow was very
good for cleaning black and greasy
hands, rather in the lines of
‘Swarfega’, a product used for this
purpose today. Although, officially, it
was not supposed to be used for hand
washing, Crewe also did a very good
pungent line in soap.
A member of the railway staff
attached to the “Carriage and Wagon”
department would be stationed in the
marshalling yard, and his job was to
go around the wagons looking out for
“fat-boxes”. He would be armed with
a large spatula and a bucket of tallow.
He would lift the lid of the fat box,
apply a blob of tallow and pat it down
with the spatula. These fat boxes
gave constant trouble. They froze in
winter when the tallow went waxy
and hard. If the bearings ran hot the
tallow would burst into flame. Oil
bearings did not have the same
problem. In addition the tallow
caused the wagons not to be as free
running as trucks fitted with oil boxes
and this added to the problem of
“humping” the wagons.
Fat boxes
were banned from use on the main
line system in 1958 but there may
have been some retained for internal
colliery use.
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A “Britannia” Pacific nr. 70031 ‘Byron’ rushes through Nuneaton on a Manchester-London express
whilst on the right can be seen the hump line with shunting taking place. Just to the right of the loco’s
smoke deflector it is just possible to make out the little hut used by the hump shunters to identify the
wagons and call out the number of the siding each was destined for. This hump was the “front hump”.
There was a “back hump” as well which was removed in the 1930’s. Hump shunting was dispensed with
in the 1960’s. Manchester Longsight shed “Britannias” were regulars on this train in the 50’s.
I mentioned at the start of this
article that railway work was very
dangerous.
There were lots of accidents in the
Nuneaton Freight Yards and some
details are appended below from
the memories of Ray Smith who
started on the railways in 1939,
and Dennis Labrum who started in
1948. In the 1950’s my informants
were witness to two awful
accidents:
Ossie Wincott a
shunter, was cut in half by a raft of
fifteen wagons which ran him
down.
Another incident happened when a
platelayer was killed during
shunting operations. Mr W (Titch)
Jarvis who lived in Tank House in
Weddington Road was run over by
a train under the Leicester Road
Bridge. That was in 1951. George
Tonks was the engine driver and
Bill Noble was the fireman on the
engine. Another shunter, Jack
Sturgess, was also killed in the
50’s.
Thanks to my regular railwaymen
companions for their information:
Dennis Labrum and Ray Smith as
well as Ted Talbot, Keith Draper
and Alan Cook.
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“The Photo-History of Baxterley &
Bentley” is a Lottery-funded
project by The Rural Heritage
Group which explores the Social
History of the area since the
invention of the camera.
Baxterley has a particularly
interesting past and although
essentially an agricultural Parish
is well known for the coal-mine
which was somewhat mis-named
as the Baddesley pit.
Support for this project within the
community is very high and even
though the project is hardly begun
we are inundated with
information and photographs.
Help from The Lottery Fund has
enabled the Group to equip with a
mobile scanner and computer so
that anyone wishing to contribute
can have their photos scanned onsite rather than have them leave
the premises for the work to be

carried out.
The project also has the support of
Warwickshire County Council and
Warwickshire Museum through
the Warwickshire Heritage Forum
which will allow access to the
County Archives which we believe
will ensure an in-depth result.
The Rural Heritage Group also has
plans to produce a book and
mobile exhibition to run alongside
its on-line presence which is soon
to be tested as part of the new
B a x t e rl e y V i l l a g e w e b s i t e .
Anyone wishing to view the webtest and offer feedback can obtain
a link on request from one of the
addresses below and the ‘site
should be online to the public
sometime in April or possibly May.
The web-address is baxterley.com
and the work is being done to a
very high standard which seeks to
achieve a new bench-mark in local

communications which will
hopefully link with many other
sites as time goes on.
The photo-project has now
developed to include background
history work and we are
particularly keen to discover
more information on Baxterley
Hall which would have been a
Tudor mansion-house which was
destroyed in the 1860’s.
The Group is very keen to extend
its work and anyone wishing to
join or contribute can contact us
as below:
Chris Brett (chairman) 716 531
email:
chris@studio3birmingham.com
Simon Hayfield (secretary)
720331
email
simon@hayfieldstudio.co.uk

Here are some north Warwickshire websites that may be of interest.
The Friends of Atherstone Heritage do not at present have premises for use as a heritage centre but they do have
a new website at www.friendsofatherstone.org.uk
It is a fairly new site and the secretary, Lorna Dirveiks tells me that there are still lots more information about
the history of Atherstone and old photographs to be added. Another site still under construction is
www.1624country.org.uk. This site has or will have information about George Fox and all the local places having
connections with him.
Another fairly new site is www.baddesleyvillage.co.uk. This is intended as a village community website giving
news and information to local residents. However, it does have a local history page.
Other
more
established
websites
are,
www.atherstone-online.co.uk,
www.atherstone.org.uk,
www.grapevinewhatson.co.uk and www.search-local4me.com All these have local history pages and photographs. They cover the surrounding villages as well as Atherstone. Meanwhile www.atherstonehistory.co.uk is
dedicated to the history of Atherstone, Mancetter and Merevale.
John Austin’s website about the history of Merevale now has a new address.
www.battleofbosworth.co.uk

It can be found at

If you are interested in the history of Polesworth you may like to visit www.polesworthparish.co.uk. Kingsbury
History Group have their website at www.dannyhaines.com/khs
and Coleshill have a website at
www.coleshillweb.co.uk
Finally may I remind you of my own website at www.hometown.aol.co.uk/pitexplosion. This gives information
about the Baddesley Pit Explosion of 1882 from my own research.
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As with the previous story about
railways by Peter Lee, it is through
men like these, the pioneers of
engineering, that we owe a great
debt.
James and Joseph Tangye, born in
1825 and 1826 respectively,
inherited their engineering bent
from their grandfather, Edward
Bullock, a mining engineer, who
had charge of James Watt’s largest
mine engine—86 inch diameter
cylinder—in Wheal Tolgus mine.
He had his workshop there where
he worked out his own inventions,
during his ten-hours’ night shift,
and afterwards he worked 7 hours
on his own farm. In spite of these
long hours his great strength was
maintained for nearly 95 years, and
his work and teaching inspired my
uncle and father to follow his
example. During his lifetime the
whole industrial world was
changed, just as science is changing
our lives today. Murdock invented
his steam carriage in 1784 and
terrified the people of Redruth who
thought it was the devil careering
up and down Parsonage-lane. He
also lighted up the town by gas in
1792. James Watt was putting
pumps and engines in the mines
round the town. Huge castings for
his work were floated down the
Severn from Ironbridge to Bristol,
and sent by sea to Falmouth.
So engineering and startling new
inventions were in the air as science
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his very interesting article
was
written by the
daughter/niece of the two
brothers. Bob had it loaned to him
by a friend from the ‘Black
Country’ and forwarded it to me.
With me, being an ex engineer, I
was fascinated with it.
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is today, and the whole course of
industry was altered.
It was a
wonderful time. Railways were
beginning and the first Cornish
railway ran from Redruth to
Portreath, just past my great
grandfather’s farm. In 1840 my
uncle made himself a tricycle,
later on in Birmingham he made
hundreds of boneshaker bicycles.
Between 1867 and 1878 horse
trams were run on rails in towns,
then steam trams, steam ships,
electricity for lighting and power,
telegraph, telephones, buses,
motor cars, wireless and X-rays.
All these inventions occurred
between my great grand father’s
birth and my uncle’s death, 1776
to 1912, and their work was in the
midst of it all the time.
It is impossible to speak of my
uncle’s and father’s work
separately, for their lives were so
interwoven.
They worked
together, each with his particular
mental trend fitting in with the
other one as if they were twins. I
cannot believe they ever
quarreled; they were so deeply
interested in each other’s work
and aims.
Their career in
Birmingham, right on the spot
where Boulton and Watt and
Murdock had previously worked,
and where their influence was still
felt, was a time of strenuous toil
and satisfying achievement.
All through the 19th century, the
change-over from hand to
machine work was continuing and
their great aim was to take the
weight of labour off the workman,
but they did not foresee the dull
monotony of the task of the
workman in the mass production
of today, still less the awful
destructiveness of the war
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manufacturers of this century.
To their men the work was not
monotonous, because they shared
the excitement of each new test
and experiment. The whole work
was tense until the trials of any
new thing was passed, and the
variety of tools and machines they
made was very different from the
repetition work nowadays.
The team spirit among the four
brothers was exceptional; their
varied capabilities made the
complete working whole of the
firm. The foresight that made
them set up depots and agents in
so many foreign countries,
European, South Africa, China,
India, Australia and New Zealand,
ahead of other firms, made them
well known all over the world
among native people, who, when
they once had tested a tool or
machine, were slow to change
from one they trusted. This was
the cause of their quick success in
15 years.
Traces of their early work were to
be seen in many unexpected
places abroad up to this war-time.
If you went to Vesuvius, you were
dragged up the incline by a
Tangye engine, their pumps and
boilers were found in hundreds in
Northern Rhodesia where the
new settlements were being
developed for copper. In India,
their road car, which they drove
in Handsworth in 1867, worked
for years after it had been stopped
here by the law that made a man
walk in front with a red flag. This
killed the motor trade for 30
years in this country. But their
work grew so fast that when two
thousand hands were employed,
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My father and uncle retired to live in
the country, each with his own
workshop and still busy with
inventions. They would not stay in a
works where they could not know
each man individually, and that was
the secret of the great driving force
in the business. Each man felt he
was part of the concern and of value
to it.
They worked six days a week, and on
Sundays my father and uncles taught
the men to read and write.
Few
people could in those days…….there
was practically no education below
the grammar school standard except
through apprenticeship to a craft
which produced highly skilled
though illiterate workmen.
But a
library of the best books was
provided for the workmen, to
encourage them to acquire general
knowledge.
Uncle James’ chief
work was the pulley block and
various hoists, jacks and lifting
appliances.
My fathers’ main
product was a screw cutting
machine, to cut several screws at the
same time instead of one as before,
as well as his instrument with which
to measure a thousandth of an inch.
(The micrometer) His first model is
now in Birmingham University. But
all their work they did together, the
farm implements, steam ploughs,
engines, pumps and numerous other
things they made, they both worked
out together.
In 1867, the Tangye Brothers bought
the patent rights of the new French
“boneshaker” bicycle, and for three
years made them in the hundreds,
with wooden wheels. In 1870, they
sold the English patent to Messrs.
Starley of Coventry…….Joseph made
himself a bicycle with wire
suspension or “spider” wheels, the
original is now in Tickenhill

museum. On this he rode about
Handsworth, accompanied by his
two sons on their small bicycles,
with wooden wheels. His nephew,
J H Tangye remembers in 1870,
being taken to Bristol when 8 years
old, with his bicycle, to
demonstrate on the railway
platform, to a number of business
men, this new way of rapid
progression. This was apparently
the time when the patent was sold
to Coventry, and was the beginning
of Coventry bicycle trade.
As
inventors, my Father and Uncles
disliked the repetitious work. They
sold the branch while they carried
on with engines, pumps and
agricultural implements.
When my father bought Tickenhill
in 1873 he spent some of the year or
two altering part of the kitchens
and outhouses and numerous
sculleries into a workshop,
carpenter’s
shop
and
smithy…….and here, with one or
two young men, he continued with
experiments.
One of the most
urgent was a better water supply.
There was an old well 70 feet deep,
with always 17 feet of water in it,
cut through the sandstone rock by
Sir Henry Sidney in 1576.
The
water was wound up in two 18
gallon casks, by a horse, or two
men……a very slow process. This
well my father descended, sitting
on a cross bar fastened in a rope
and wound down by the yard boy.
He was utterly fearless as he had
been down the old mines in
Cornwall to fix pumps before the
days of lifts when they climbed
down ladders and platforms,
repeated many times until the
bottom was reached. Down this
well, at water level, was a platform
rotten with age. This was replaced
and a pump fixed there by Thomas
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Hobbs, who was trained by my
father.
A shafting from the
engine in the workshop operated
this, pumping up a supply of
water to a large tank in one of
the attics.
All the rain water
was collected in tanks in the
yard. From the pool in the park
he also brought water by an
automatic pump that was
worked by the weight of water
over balancing a small tank,
which tipped when full into the
pump and sent a small quantity
of water up to the house with
each fall of the tank. This made
a very loud noise and the
country folk were very scared of
it when it worked at night. My
father was not satisfied with it;
he could see it might work much
faster.
After some years he
replaced it with a water-driven
pump, before the days of rams.
He had lived in Cornwall, where
water is very scarce, for the
mines drain away from the
springs.
So he arranged an
ample supply for the house and
garden, though drinking water
was always brought up from the
Butt Town meadow spring…..the
best water in Bewdley.
All the rain water ran into tanks
and the house waste water was
taken to a cistern near the
vegetable garden, so there was
always an abundance for
gardeners. Unfortunately when
the house was let many years
later, all this water supply was
destroyed, and a very inadequate
town supply laid on.
Bewdley had no waterworks
when my father came to live
here. It always troubled him to
see Lax Lane people carrying
buckets full from the park pool.
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Wyre Hill was worse off. Two small
stagnant pools by the roadside, and
their wells, were all they had. On
washdays they carried from the
river.
This was like Cornwall,
where, after a day below ground, the
miners took their donkey carts or
barrel barrows, sometimes three
miles for water.
So my father
consulted Professor Lapworth of
Birmingham as to the possibility of
finding a sufficient amount of water
for the town’s use, and made many
boreholes to test for quantity and to
analyse for quality.
The coal
measures land in Wyre Forest would
not pass the chemist’s tests, and a
borehole in Dog Lane was of
insufficient quantity.
The Butt
Town meadow Springs they traced
to Wassal Hill. This was already
laid onto some farms and to the
Summer House by Mr. Charles
Sturge. The same source also ran
down to Spring Grove pools, and
eventually sank deep in the sand by
the spadeful.
This supply they
found was ample and my father was
keenly anxious
to hurry up the
plans and get the work started.

in rams for their use, to force the
stream water up the hills. He was
delighted to be able to help the
countryfolk in anything in which
his engineering knowledge was of
use, and many old craftsmen used
to come to him with their
problems; a tool to be made for a
special task or a question about
raising some heavy object. His
apparatus and knowledge were
always at their service.
Boys
brought their bicycles and were
shown how to mend them.
Unless a Council meeting was
being held, which he never
missed, he was always to be found
in his workshop, and callers were
welcomed if in difficulty.

After a lecture at the Institute in
1882 on the wonders of the new
electric light, my father made a
dynamo and used to show
visitors the light in his workshop.
We had to keep on pushing
carbon points together.
Accumulators had not been
invented to store electric so the
engine had to be kept running
whilst the light was on so it was
not used in the house. But the
gas was excellent….the best in the
country. The gasworks was one
of my father’s hobbies and he
overhauled the whole plant until
it was in good working order.
Incandescent light was not
known then.

But he could not endure jokes on
serious subjects. He came home
from Council meetings furious
because one of the members had
scoffed when he said that Bewdley
people would be healthier and live
longer if they had a proper water
supply…"They live too long now;
you can never get an empty
almshouse" was the reply.

The workshop was moved up to
the new house which my father
built in 1886 and experiments
went on as long as he was strong
enough; afterwards he wandered
around the garden watching
mother tend her plants and he
gradually faded out in May 1902.

But private interests blocked the
work and for years it was held up
and nothing done.
When it did
finally get passed through the
Council my father was dying and
unable to do anymore to help it. So
the scheme was carried out on his
plans as he had hoped to get it done
years before.
My mother dug the
first sod for the reservoir and our 30
stone doctor made everyone laugh
by digging an enormous spadeful of
earth. Now the water is in all the
houses so Lax Lane ladies need no
longer carry 18 buckets of water
home for washday!.

About 1879 yet another attempt
was made to find coal where no
coal was.
A Mr. Peckover
collected money from several local
people and lost it in an attempt to
get coal from the Dowes Valley,
but it ended in failure as so many
times before.

Several of the farms on the hills had
water difficulties, so my father put

An innovation in Tickenhill, that
brought people from far and wide
to see the wonder of up-to-date
fittings, was the first bath room of
the district, though it was used
only for hot baths on Saturdays.
In the bathroom the soft water
was heated in a small boiler with a
fire under it….to sit by a fire to dry
was a great luxury.

Uncle James lived on. Years
before, in 1881, he had been
experimenting on the jet
propulsion method for a marine
engine, and hired one of the
Falmouth river steamers to try it
out, copying the way a fish’s gills
spray water down their sides.
In this way both brothers spent
their entire lives in a continual
urge to find out ways that would
make work simple for everyone.
It was their grandfather’s
example and help in their very
early days that created the love of
making things…..the most
important lesson that they
learned was a lifetime of
continual happiness in helping
others.
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In the years after the return of staff
from the forces in World War II
there was a lively amateur scene at
King Edward VI School. The head
of English, Mr. J B Bennett (known
to everyone as Jaybee) produced a
Shakespeare play every year and
there was great competition to take
part. We hired the Co-op Hall and
put the show on for two, possibly
three, nights, to packed houses.
One of the consequences of its
being a school just for boys meant
that, unless someone was a
particular friend, you only knew
your fellow students by their
surnames. Another consequence
was, of course, that, as in
Shakespearean time, the parts of
women were taken by boys.
The picture on page 10 shows a
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scene from the 1947 production of
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream”.
Standing, from the left, Colin
Paul as Lysander, ? As
attendant, John Bland as
Philostrate,
Fraser
(?)
Ferguson as Demetris, ? As
attendant.
Seated, Bernard Harrison as
Hermia, Michael Parker as
Helena, George (?) Herbert
as Theseus and Tom Herbert
(not related) as Hippolyta.
Perhaps someone can fill in the
gaps in names and also someone
might have a photo with the other
characters. Alan Deeming was
Oberon, but I can’t remember who
were Titania and Puck. (I recall
the people as though it were
yesterday- -it’s just the names that

p r

have vanished.)
There were
also the Athenian artisans—I
remember George Stubbington
was Snug, playing ‘Wall’ in the
masque, and Tony Woodford
was Francis Flute, playing
‘Thisbe’.
Who was Bottom
playing ‘Pyramus’ and who
were all the other ‘rude
mechanicals’? In other years
we put on “The Tempest”,
“Macbeth” and “King John”
If you were doing English you
studied Shakespeare at both
School Certificate (O level) and
Higher School Certificate (A
level) and this was backed up
by a full programme of visits to
the Memorial Theatre at
Stratford. By the time we left
school we certainly knew our
Shakespeare!.

Dear Member,
We are conscious that many of you would like to be able to collect your journal from the research meeting
rather than wait for it to come in the post.
We currently have nearly 300 members and this makes it impractical to carry all the journals to the research
meeting, so we need to put a list together of all members who wish to collect from the meeting.
Can I ask you please to reply to this notice stating your name and membership number, whether you wish to
collect your journal from the research meeting or have it sent by post?. If another member is going to collect
your journal on your behalf, please also tell me that person’s name.
In the event that you register to collect your journal but then cannot attend the research meeting, your
journal will be forwarded to you by post in the usual way.
Many thanks,
Kate Keens, Membership Secretary.
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